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Therapeutic Cooling Comfort
with Soothing, Removable

Ices Away Discomfort Whenever, 
Wherever You Sit!

Soothing
Comfort For 

Hemorrhoids
Perineal Wounds
Postpartum Discomfort
Testicular Pain

Comforts &
Reduces 

Pressure On 
Your Tailbone



Invented and designed in the United States. Made in China.
Contour is a registered Trademark used by Contour Products, Inc., under license from Banyan Licensing, L.L.C.  © 2019. All rights reserved.

GENEROUS COCCYX CUTOUT
Eliminates direct contact between

you and the chair to relieve tailbone
pressure during prolonged seating.

NEW! Reversible
Foam Insert / Gel Pack

Flip over to turn Kabooti Ice Into a 
regular seat cushion.

INNOVATIVE
STABILITY LOBES

Evenly distributes weight to 
provide greater stability and 

prevents tipping.

ERGONOMIC
WEDGE DESIGN

Encourages proper 
posture.

SCULPTED SURFACE
Comfortably fits

your bottom’s shape.

TAPERED FRONT EDGE
Reduces pressure points under 

thighs and allows legs to fit 
underneath desks,

tables, and vehicle steering wheels.

MALE/FEMALE
RECESS

Provides genital contact relief.

REMOVABLE
ICY GEL INSERT

Just pop it in the freezer
for cooling comfort during

your next use.

MACHINE-WASHABLE,
STRETCH-KNIT COVER

with carry handle 
Allows for discreet use anywhere.

EASY PULL TAB
Quickly removes Gel Pack.

Tuck In during use.

Pressure mapping* shows soothing comfort with 
the Kabooti® Ice, but the donut cushion shows 
extremely high pressure concentration (red and 
orange areas) on buttocks. This can result in 
uncomfortable seating, reduced skin and surface 
blood circulation and potential damage to skin.
*Pressure maps performed with 175 lb. male, using XSensor pressure 
mapping equipment & software. 

The KABOOTI ICE distributes your 
body’s weight evenly – without high 

concentrations of pressure on sensitive 
areas – especially in the central and 

tailbone/coccyx area. 

Makes the Ordinary
Donut Obsolete!

Part # UPC#

4

4

Product Part # UPC# Case

Kabooti Ice - Blue Cover

Extra Gel Packs

737709004816

30-761V2Gel

30-761RBI

737709005417

Kabooti Ice is for comfort purposes only. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or 
prevent any disease or have any effect other than temporarily improving comfort. Hemorrhoids, 

postpartum perineal wounds, and testicular pain are medical conditions that can be serious
and should be diagnosed and treated by a medical doctor.
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